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achieve
Successfully bring about or reach (a desired objective or result) by effort,
skill, or courage.
He achieved his ambition to become a press photographer.

acquisition The act of contracting or assuming or acquiring possession of something.
The company intends to grow within itself rather than by acquisition.

acronym
A word formed from the initial letters of the several words in the name and
pronounced as one word.
The word scuba is an acronym for s elf c ontained u nderwater b reathing
a pparatus.

alphabet
A set of letters or symbols in a fixed order used to represent the basic set of
speech sounds of a language, especially the set of letters from A to Z.
DNA s 4 letter alphabet.

append Add (something) to the end of a written document.
Append a charm to the necklace.

consonant Denoting or relating to a consonant.
A consonant phoneme.

derivation
The act of deriving something or obtaining something from a source or
origin.
He prefers shoes of Italian derivation.

derivative A substance that is derived chemically from a specified compound.
A derivative process.

dictionary
A reference book containing an alphabetical list of words with information
about them.
A dictionary of quotations.

diphthong A digraph representing the sound of a diphthong or single vowel as in feat.

gain Win something through one’s efforts.
Shares gained for the third day in a row.
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grammar A book on grammar.
My old Latin grammar.

honored Having an illustrious reputation; respected.

indicative
A verb in the indicative mood.
Having recurrent dreams is not necessarily indicative of any psychological
problem.

invest
Make an investment.
We have invested a considerable amount of time in demonstrating the
value of the system.

letter
An emblem in the shape of the initial letter of a school or university s name
awarded to a student for achievement in sport.
Mailed an indignant letter to the editor.

noun A word other than a pronoun used to identify any of a class of people places
or things common noun or to name a particular one of these proper noun.

punctuation
The use of certain marks to clarify meaning of written material by grouping
words grammatically into sentences and clauses and phrases.
Satisfactory standards of handwriting spelling grammar and punctuation.

sentence Pronounce a sentence on somebody in a court of law.
He was under sentence of death.

success A person with a record of successes.
The president had some success in restoring confidence.

triumph Achieve a victory; be successful.
The king returned home in triumph.

triumphant Having won a battle or contest; victorious.
A comic fairy tale about innocence triumphant.

turnover A dish made by folding a piece of pastry over a filling.
A turnover approaching 4 million.

typographical Relating to or occurring or used in typography.
Typographical symbols.

verb
Use a word that is not conventionally used as a verb typically a noun as a
verb.
Any English noun can be verbed but some are more resistant than others.

victory A successful ending of a struggle or contest.
A narrow victory.

vocabulary
The system of techniques or symbols serving as a means of expression (as
in arts or crafts.
The Sanskrit vocabulary.
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vowel A letter representing a vowel sound such as a e i o u.

word A word is a string of bits stored in computer memory.
He hardly said ten words all morning.

writing The activity or skill of writing.
His writing looked crabbed.


